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The Inscrutable Question: Redeeming Time: Christian Degeneracy: Moral & Immoral; Exposing Their “Deeds of Darkness,” Eph 5:11
	8)	Here is the corrected translation of our passage as far as we have gone:
Ephesians 5:8 - You were formally darkness [ skÒtoj / skotos /: refers to one’s previous unregenerate status ], but now you are light in the Lord [ fîj / phos /: union with Christ as a new spiritual species ]; walk [ peripatšw / peripateo /: lifestyle produced by behavior patterns and character traits ] as children of light [ in wheel-tracks of righteousness ].
v. 9 -	(Because the fruit of light [ karpÒj + fîj / karpos + phos /: production in the Christian walk from the source of divine viewpoint under the mentorship of the Holy Spirit ] is [ ellipsis: present active indicative of e„m… / eimi  ] produced in the sphere of goodness [ ¢gaqÒj / agathos /: the good; that which is profitable, beneficial, virtuous; the fulfillment of the plan of God ], and in the sphere of righteousness [ dikaiosÚnh / dikaiosune /: refers to the integrity of God or the love of God ], and in the sphere of truth [ ¢l»qeia / aletheia /: doctrine in the stream of consciousness ].)
v. 10 -	Demonstrating what is acceptable or pleasing to the Lord.
		9)	Verse 11 begins with a negative mandate from the present active imperative of the verb:
sugkoinwn…a / sunkoinonia / - To participate in with someone; to be connected with something; a participant or a partner.
This partnership is negated by the conjunction:
m» / me / -	This negative conjunction joins with the imperative mood of sugkoinwn…a / sunkoinonia /  to form a mandate of prohibition: “Stop participating.”
	This indicates that believers in the Ephesian church are using their time unwisely.  They are indulging in what Paul describes as:

¥karpoj / akarpos / - The alpha privative, a-, negates the noun karpÒj / karpos / and is therefore translated “unfruitful.”
Ephesians 5:11 - Stop participating in the unfruitful activities produced by darkness [ human viewpoint, sin, wrongdoing, human good, and evil ] …
	Please note that the cosmic system has a production of its own: Unfruitful activities.  These are called “works of darkness” in the King James Version and “deeds of darkness” in the NIV and New American Standard Version.  The Greek word is the locative of sphere from the noun:

œrgon / ergon / - Works or activities.  The sphere in which the Ephesian believers were operating takes them back to the time of their unbelief.  This is stated in verse 8: “You were formally darkness [ skÒtoj / skotos /.”
	Although saved, these members of the Ephesian church are presently operating in that same sphere of dead works as when they were unbelievers.

When believers operate in the sphere of cosmic darkness they have engaged in Christian degeneracy.  There were two categories of this degeneracy prevalent in the Ephesian church.
First of all there are the one’s involved in antinomianism.  Their acts of darkness are lascivious sins that can be classified as “immoral degeneracy.”
The other category is asceticism.  Their acts of darkness are legalistic sins that can be classified as “moral degeneracy.”
Those engaged in immoral degeneracy are out of fellowship and their spiritual life is retrogressing.  However, their sins although obvious are matters for the supreme court of heaven.
At the same time, the legalistic believers in Ephesus are involved in moral degeneracy.  They are driven by self-righteous arrogance to gossip, malign, and judge their lascivious brethren.
It is right to be appalled and repulsed by the blatant sins of others.  But it is not your prerogative to discuss them and you especially do not have jurisdiction over them in order to correct their behavior, your minor children excepted.
The right thing done in a right way is unconditional love and execution of the royal law.
In the meantime, both the lascivious and the legalistic believer can legitimately correct their immoral and moral degeneracy only through the inculcation and application of doctrine, motivated by reciprocal love.
Ephesians 5:11 - Stop participating in the unfruitful deeds of darkness [ moral and immoral degeneracy expressed through human viewpoint, sin, wrongdoing, human good, and evil ] but instead expose them.
	The exposition of these behaviors can only be legitimately addressed by the pastor teaching doctrine from the pulpit.  This allows everyone, both immoral and moral alike, the privacy of his priesthood to make adjustments without others getting personal.

The word “expose” is the present active imperative of the verb:
™lšgcw / elencho / - Reprove; rebuke; to detect; to lay bear; to expose.
	When legalistic believers discover that fellow believers are involved in lascivious activities, real or imagined, and try to correct the behavior through personal intervention and the end result is always conflict followed by dissention.

The immoral believer, already out of fellowship, does not want to be corrected by a self-righteous prig.  The moral believer, already out of fellowship does not want to be rejected by a rake and a hell raiser.
Both self-justify their present status quo which is Christian degeneracy, one immoral the other moral.
Objective recovery is impossible for either except by the teaching of the word of God by the pastor in an environment of privacy.
Doctrine will ultimately expose the wrongdoing of both and those who are positive to divine correction will orient and adjust.  The negative ones will, at best, peal off and leave or, at worst, stick around as a source of testing.


